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AUTOMATION 
DATASHEET

Ansible meets customers where they are in their automation 
journey, bringing them a flexible automation platform 
to facilitate success from multiple points in their IT 
infrastructure. 

Ansible’s simple, easy-to-read automation language has made it easy for teams across 
an organisation to share, vet, and manage automation content. Ansible Automation 
Platform helps create an ecosystem for sharing the best automation content across the 
entire IT organisation. 

Advent One has a significant amount of ready-to-go Ansible content to address many 
of the daily use cases in IT. We bring these to the table to accelerate a customers’ 
implementation of Ansible.
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Red Hat Ansible 

Automation Platform 

is the foundation 

for building and 

operating automation 

services at scale, 

providing enterprises 

a composable, 

collaborative, and 

trusted execution 

environment.



ADVENT ONE CORE SERVICES

24x7 Local Support & SLA

Dedicated SDM

Customer Portal

Metrics & Dashboards

Identity Management

24x7 Monitoring

Patching (Linux, AIX, IBM i, Windows)

Managed OS (Linux, AIX, 
IBM i, Windows)

Automated Configuration Management

MODERN DATACENTER

Managed Compute

Managed Hypervisor

Managed Storage

Managed Backup

IBM Power IaaS

x86 HCI IaaS

Storage aaS

Backup aaS

Automated Provisioning

CLOUD

Platform Management 

Consolidated Billing

Cost Optimisation

Automated Provisioning / Deployment

Enterprise Backup

Application Performance Management

Managed Kubernetes.

SECURITY

SIEM as a Service

MFA as a Service

Automated Vulnerability 
Identification & Management

Example #1

Creating a stable and reliable DR in VMware based environments has always been a difficult 
process requiring significant configuration and effort. 

Advent One developed an alternative to popular market solutions such as SRM which is 
expensive, complex and cumbersome, or using powershell scripts that only did part of 
the job. We were able to create an automated DR service leveraging Ansible automation 
modules leveraging to write API calls to create a seamless and simple solution orchestrating 
storage, networks, hypervisors and virtual machines.

Benefit

The customer will be able to failover in less than 10 mins with an end to end fully 
automated solution taking only a few clicks greatly reducing risk, cost and complexity. The 
client does not need to invest any expensive and unwieldy solutions requiring significant 
skills and does not dilute the focus of the existing team. 

Next Step 

Advent One can provide a demonstration around our Automated failover process that is 
deployed within our Managed Service Portal, in conjunction with a VMware assessment and 
compliance test of our customers using Runecast. Email us at sales@adventone.com for 
more information.
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Example #2

Advent One worked with one of our clients to migrate SAP HANA from a public cloud to a 
private cloud environment.  Advent One automated the deployment of the infrastructure, 
operating systems, backups, monitoring, metrics, security hardening and the SAP HANA 
and Netweaver.

Benefit

Advent One took the environment from a pile of boxes on the floor in each datacenter, 
to an environment ready for data migration in six days. Security hardening, sapnote 
enforcement and configuration are fully automated for day 2 operations. 

Next Step 

Contact Advent One to demonstrate how we can help your SAP Basis team take advantage 
of Ansible Automation in your SAP environment in a private or public cloud environment. 
Email us at sales@adventone.com for more information.
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Example #3

Organisations whom are performing automated provisioning of environments, configuration 
management and bespoke automation tasks such as patching are already enjoying the 
benefits of automation. Where to from here? 
 
Moving to a CI/CD model can be challenging, where software development practises are 
applied to the management of infrastructure and the application running on it. Advent One 
are experts at making this easy, and setting organisations up with a launch-pad to quickly 
adopt CI/CD and API integration of your ecosystem. 

Benefit

Advent One can integrate Ansible Tower into any CI/CD system using the Ansible Tower API 
and have teams using it in a matter of days or less. This enables DevOps teams to rapidly 
perform end-to-end deployments of their applications and the infrastructure that supports 
it. 

Next Step 

Contact Advent One for a demonstration and an analysis of how we can help your teams 
accelerate their deployments. Email us at sales@adventone.com for more information.
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